Transformation Lessons: managing major change programmes in health and
care
The NHS is awash with talk of major transformation. A multitude of Sustainability and
Transformation Plans have spawned a myriad of Integrated Care Partnerships, Local care Delivery
Systems, and the like, often with ambitious plans for significant service change. Whilst there are
many examples of successful service changes and new buildings across the NHS and public services,
such major programmes can be daunting. They are often a once in a work-life experience for many
managers and clinicians. We have recently collated some key lessons and learning from the
literature and our own experience around transformational change involving major building and
change programmes, marked by accompanying significant service and cultural change.
The six main lessons are.
1. Elephants at the ready! Prepare your colleagues for change
2. Gain population support. Front Foot Communications
3. Develop the culture: in preparation and anticipation of change
4. Build Primary Care: the bedrock of transformed health and care.
5. Listen to the Techies. Get the technical infrastructure right
6. Manage Today! Pay attention to keeping services safe and effective ahead of and through
major change

#1 Elephants at the ready! Prepare your colleagues for major change
I once worked for a very experienced Chief
Executive who had an extensive commercial track
record before joining the NHS. We were
undertaking a large change programme covering
major process changes (we coined the phrase,
hospital process redesign), new buildings, a new
strategy and significant culture change. Whenever
we reached a major milestone or moment in the
change journey, he prompted us to ask how were
we communicating so our colleagues had no doubt
that change was happening. We talked about the
equivalent of an unmissable parade with elephants
and dancing troupes! So, every time I consider
major change, I ask myself ‘where are the
elephants’?
Some of the key lessons learnt from recent NHS projects include:
•
•
•
•

Target standard operating procedures should be bedded in and routine before any physical
move. i(Southmead)
Clinical integration across sites and a broader vision of integration into the whole
community is often weak.ii (IRP)
Greater clinical design involvement would have avoided rumours and distraction.
(Southmead)
Clinically led development and sign off of the ‘building blocks’ for the new hospital, including
pathways, medical records and information flows, clinical competencies, rotas and clinical
equipment. (Southmead)
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We would add from our own reflections on multiple projects:
• Acknowledge what is good about the current culture, what you want to keep (and what you
don’t).
• Celebrate the end! Ensure that the achievements and identity of any organisations or hospital
sites which are closing or changing are celebrated. Highlight behaviours you want to retain in the
future. A colleague had to lead the closing of an automotive parts factory in the welsh valleys
where he was the General manager. When they closed the workforce marched through the local
streets with banners and their heads held high, celebrating what they had achieved. The welsh
call it ‘Hywel’ or pride. A good ending or death paves the way for the future however uncertain it
might be for individuals.
• Involve a good cross section of staff in the planning for the change or new hospital buildings –
for example over 30 user groups were involved over a 10-year building programme for the
redeveloped Royal Berkshire Hospital in Reading.
• Whilst acknowledging the good in various services that might be coming together …do seek to
encourage some standardisation, e.g. common records and IT systems, standard
medical/surgical ward layouts and be clear about what is/isn’t negotiable.
• Show people what it is going to be like –build ‘mock wards, undertake design consultations,
arrange site visits.
• Ensure there is a dedicated resource for HR/OD; communications, planning and commissioning,
working across all hospital sites.
• Involve the Staff side in designing the OD and restructure process.
• In Reading we found a ‘No redundancy guarantee ‘takes a lot of the heat out of staff and staff
side and enables new structures to be implemented via use of fixed term contracts and
redeployment. This is not always possible but worth considering.
• Communicate, communicate, communicate! Regular updates are essential, even when there is
‘no news’.
• Consider how to keep clinical teams engaged and informed on a regular basis – options. include a
Clinical Advisory Group, regular open briefings on each site etc.

#2 Gain population support. Front foot communications.
In leading any major change, it is vital to develop a strategy and
actively manage communications and key stakeholders. Otherwise
they will end up managing you.
Lessons learnt from other projects include:
1.
Health agencies are caught on the back foot about the
three issues most likely to excite local opinion - money, transport
and emergency care. (IRP)
2.
A good evidence base for decisions is essential. The NHS
should not shy away from sharing challenging data, such as quality
and economic data – there should be transparency in the data
being used. (IRP and Healthcare for London)
3.
Proposals often tend to emphasise what cannot be done and underplay the benefits of
change and plans for additional services. (IRP)
4.
Well managed change includes external facing communication and stakeholder engagement
events which were well planned and successful. (Ysbyty Ystrad Fawr)
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What we have learnt through experience
• Be honest about what isn’t working now, the pressures you face in the future and how your plans
address these.
• Engagement goes well beyond the standard “telling and selling” consultative approaches inherent
within health/public sector. Ask those affected by the changes to contribute to the design and
development of the services and even the change programme. People will feel a greater sense of
ownership.
• Use clinical staff to spread the message, (preferably wearing uniforms!) The public will trust them
when the won’t necessarily believe managers. Offer them communications training, they may be
more nervous than you’d think.
• Share the data you need to support your case and make it clear and snappy.
• Complete stakeholder mapping and a communications plan, with events for the public and for key
stakeholders.
• Make sure all your communications pass the ‘plain English/Welsh’ test.
• If there is a ‘Lion’s den’ go and engage with the lions. In one case for us, it was the ‘save our
hospital’ group and they respected us for engaging and being honest.
• Understand the need from multiple stakeholders’ perspectives, collaborate and co-create the
design as much as possible

#3 Develop the culture: in preparation and anticipation of change
It is widely acknowledged that culture can
trump any other organisational intervention
or change. As Peter Drucker said,
"Organisational Culture eats strategy for
breakfast, lunch and dinner." You can spend
millions on new buildings, IT systems, training,
and new staff but if the ‘way we do things
round here’ does not fundamentally change,
we will have missed an opportunity.
A useful starting definition is “Culture is the set of behavioural norms and unwritten rules that shape
the organisational environment and how individuals interact and get work done in that
environment.” We often spend a lot of everyone’s time, effort and money focusing on the work we
do (quite rightly) but we can neglect how we do this work together. This is illustrated in the famous
iceberg diagram below. Time and again, we have seen how paying attention to the latter significantly
enhances the former – major change is a great opportunity to explore and change the underlying
norms and unwritten rules which govern people’s behaviours. I’d go so far as to say if we don’t do
this, we can not enable true transformational change.
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Culture is not easily changed – there’s no magical consultant ‘snake oil’ but some lessons from the
literature are worth reflecting on.
1. It should be clear to leaders what role they are being asked to play and their input should be
recognised and valued. (NHS London)
2. Where there is a culture of collective leadership, all staff members are likely to intervene to solve
problems, to ensure quality of care and to promote responsible, safe innovation. (King’s Fund)
3. Vision and mission statements must be translated into clear, aligned, agreed and challenging
objectives at all levels of the organisation, from the board to frontline teams and individuals.
(King’s Fund)
4. Intentionally set out values for the new hospital culture and recruit to them. This can be scary if
there’s a workforce shortage but Waitakere found the approach positively attracted people to
work in an out of the way hospital. (Waiketere, NZ)
What we have learnt through experience.
• Culture really does eat strategy for breakfast!
• Make sure that you can understand and articulate the current culture(s) and the differences
between sites/areas/teams. There are a number of ‘culture assessment’ tools/approaches you
can use for this – which can also help track change.
• Be explicit about what culture you want to create and why? And explain how it differs from
current.
• Ensure the top team and clinical leaders own and support the values/desired culture, mainly by
ensuring they have a key role in developing them.
• If you’re building a new facility, use the planning and induction activities as opportunities to start
to build and reinforce desired culture. You can explicitly recruit to values.
• Don’t try work on culture directly. Behaviours and culture are more readily changed by people
working on mutual issues together.
• Every intervention, including diagnostic work and project meetings, will affect culture. Think how
each of these can be used to nudge the right behaviours/culture to emerge.
• Start with an inclusive approach, embracing all levels of staff plus patients, carers, local
government etc.
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•
•

Keep people involved throughout not just one focus group and they never hear anything again;
devolve accountabilities especially for communication across the wider groups.
Does everyone have an equal voice? Be honest about how views and opinions will be weighted
and used.

#4 Build Primary Care: the bedrock of transformed health and care.
Just because we’ve been saying something for years and seen limited progress, doesn’t mean it’s
wrong! Just we have not yet found how to do it well. The allocation
and use of resources including management attention and support are
key here. There is some evidence we are on a tipping point with
primary care – for some it feels like the edge of a cliff, for others the
start of transformation. Within the UK context, primary care
integrated with other services physically and virtually, is the obvious
foundation to develop health and care systems.
Lessons learnt from other projects
1. The use of different ‘channels’ to primary care such as telephone
and skype consultations can provide safe care and make best use
of scarce clinical staff.iii (PMCF)
2. Extended Hours pilot schemes in England reduced A&E minor
attendances by 7% on average, at a cost of between £30 - £50 per primary care appointment.
(PMCF)
3. Integration of other practitioners into primary care provision was successful in almost all cases.
Joint working with ANPs, pharmacists, the voluntary sector, care homes, physiotherapists and
paramedics has released local GP capacity and more appropriately matched the needs of
patients with practitioners. (PMCF)
4. The successful transformation of primary care and community services requires locality-based
teams that are grouped around primary care and natural geographies, offering 24/7 services as
standard, and complemented by highly flexible and responsive community and social care
services. (King’s Fundiv)
What we have learnt through experience
• There is some overlap between practice and community nursing roles and opportunities to
integrate the two, e.g. long-term condition reviews for housebound patients.
• Be wary of making ‘heroic’ planning assumptions about how much inpatient activity can be
diverted from secondary care to primary and community care.
• Need to keep it simple, with a maximum of three access points to care, otherwise it is difficult
for patients to choose the ‘right’ place to go for care.
• Extended Hours in primary care needs to be delivered as part of a wider primary care model. In
one of our projects, we offered longer appointments and expected to be dealing with LTC
management and mental health issues, but ended up with patients who had ‘overflowed’ from
routine primary care as LTC patients preferred continuity of care with their own GP/practice
nurse.
• Very few people want a primary care appointment on Sunday, and it is hard to recruit staff to
cover these shifts.
• Whatever the plans say, beware that the focus goes to the acute hospital/bricks and mortar.
• Keep focus on patient outcomes/needs.
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•

•

Develop relationships between primary care and community teams, for example provide GPs
with means of direct contact or at least named person; likewise from the community teams back
into GPs.
Let them see themselves as one work team centred around the patient rather than silo activities.

#5 Listen to the Techies! Get the technical infrastructure right
Ronald Heifitz has written about the differences between technical and
adaptive change. We’d be the first to say that the adaptive change around how
people understand and see their work, values, ways of working and behaving
and culture, are critical, often overlooked and really tough. However, we also
neglect getting the technical aspects wrong at our peril. For some things you
need to employ or contract genuine technical experts, and listen to them.
What we have learnt through experience
• There isn’t a lot of guidance or ‘lessons learnt’ on this one!
• Don’t promise what you can’t afford or has not been developed/tested – the time frame may be
too long and be realistic – we planned for an entirely paperless hospital and had to add back
notes storage later in the process (at great expense).
• But be visionary - commission some research (with partners) about what innovation might
realistically happen in the next 10 years and reflect in your designs. Find a clinical champion to
lead this.
• Set up your own technical design team (IT, medical physics, diagnostic clinicians etc.) and
develop a set of technology strategy and design principles to inform a) The buildings b) The
community service planning.
• Keep things simple, fancy technology is not always the answer.
• Technology is unlikely to fix issues caused by lack of genuine dialogue; may get message passing
but not heart connections.

#6 Manage Today. Pay attention to keeping services safe and effective
ahead of and through major change
This is one of the most challenging
aspects of change – variously referred to
as juggling, ambidexterity or managing to
tension of today and tomorrow. It is
tough. Leadership continuity especially
with large building based projects is
challenging. There are some insights
below which can help but you will always
need to pay attention to the inherent
tension. There will also be opportunities
which emerge to bring the future into
today – and accelerate change.
Lessons learnt from other projects
1. There are both benefits and risks to having a single figure leading a major change programme
(IRP)
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2. There is a striking lack of Clinical leadership across many areas of this project. Several clinical
leaders are new into post and did not appear to have been provided with a current brief such
that many described varying stages of understanding on key issues. There was little evidence of a
collective memory, shared vision or understanding of the implications of such large-scale change
beyond individual areasv. (Northumbria)
3. With all of this over a 10-year timescale the process of change has been difficult and required a
huge amount of senior clinical time supported by a large team of technical specialists and
managers dedicated to this task to allow smooth progress (Northumbria)
4. Develop early warning indicators to ensure appropriate oversight of business as usual while the
focus is on integration. (NHSI)
5. One paradox of existing admission prevention schemes is that while they can identify many
individuals for whom they can make a strong case that an admission was prevented, little or no
impact is seen at a population level. One reason for this may be that the admission threshold
changes and other patients are admitted instead. This is another reason why consistent senior
decision-making early in the pathway is important. (King’s Fund)
6. There are a significant number of patients occupying hospital beds that could be cared for in
other settings, but only with certain provisos: if there was sufficient capacity in those settings; if
hospital staff were aware of the services and prepared to use them; if discharge to alternative
settings was available seven days a week; and if delays to assessment or funding were removed.
(King’s Fund)
What we have learnt through experience
Major change in service model
• The entire Executive Team must ‘own’ and ‘lead’ the change, and give consistent, visible support
to the Programme Director.
• Be very clear what is the question that needs answering, does everyone agree with the question
and the language use?
• Understand anticipate and plan for underlying and long-term drivers of service configuration
change e.g. centralisation of vascular/specialist surgery [however much you apply sticking
plasters / stick head in sand, change is inevitable]
• Good processes and engaged skilled clinicians with good relationships can develop and manage
robust and sustainable networks [as part of response above]
• Create a set of design criteria for the whole organisation and then an aligned set at each system
level/team that will be redesigned. These become the north star and an objective set of
“organisational features” that will be delivered through the change work. Use the criteria to
agree the design, monitor the change through using aligned measures/milestones and assure
the change at gateway reviews.
• Be clear of the project and design scope – time, resources, people, boundary etc. Don’t let these
creep if at all possible.
• Invest in the change process, the devil is in the detail, get the right talent in the right roles.
• Ensure fitness of the change process to context, using a disciplined, systematic and holistic
approach
Service sustainability
• Provision of back fill for clinicians/managers involved in leading the change – need to identify the
‘backfillers’ early via some succession planning and provide training and development so that
they can step up when needed.
• Clear assumptions about any ‘double running’ whilst the old model changes to the new.
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•

•
•

Detailed risk assessment and contingency planning – involvement of a wide range of staff in a
quantified risk assessment exercise, with time dedicated to contingency planning and inclusion
of a contingency fund to support this.
Work on nudging mindsets and behaviours from the beginning, don’t stop reinforcing even after
hand over to BAU.
Execution and transition planning is critical, don’t leave benefit realisation to chance.

Preparing for Transformation: “Learn from the mistakes of others. You can’t
live long enough to make them all yourself.”
Learning for the successes and painful lessons of others is a wise move. Eleanor Roosevelt said,
“Learn from the mistakes of others. You can’t live long enough to make them all yourself.” Hopefully
some of the lessons and reflections we have shared here will help.
If you would like the opportunity to discuss the challenges you are facing which you have already
identified or need help in just working out what they are, we’d be delighted to help. We are
experienced in helping leadership teams to develop strategic plans as well as assessing and
addressing the challenges of implementation. Please contact Alastair Mitchell-Baker at
Alastair@tricordant.com or 077775 684868.
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‘What we have learnt through experience’ is drawn from a wide range of healthcare reconfiguration and major
capital projects in Berkshire, Oxfordshire, Manchester, Surrey and Sussex, Essex, Hertfordshire and New
Zealand.
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